Santa, I was a good girl all year long!
(Emily Anne Widdows)
Photo was taken in 2019, so no mask on Santa!

NOV/DEC 2020
Editor: Beth Widdows

SPORTSMEN’S EVENTS

See Website
Agility: March 5-7, 2021; June 4-6, 2021
AKC Obedience/Rally: Feb 26-28, 2021
AKC Scent Work: April 24, 25, 2021

Floor Cleaning
12/6
(Generally happens very early or very late)

Rentals
11/21 & 22
3/6 & 7
3/13 & 14
(information provided by Mildred Krnacik)

FROM THE BOARD
•

Because of Covid, meeting requirements for voting have been waived for 2020. In addition, the
Board reduced the building and service requirements to three each, instead of four each for
2020.

•

Dues can be paid online in the members' section of the website or you can call Mildred with
credit card info, or mail her a check. Dues and training fees for 2021 are due December
31. Building service ($30 per quarter) can be paid as well. Dues and training fees for members
are $240; training fees for Associates are $264.
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COMPETITION RESULTS
Berger/Spruce

Loc/date
SDTC 11/14&15

Brubaker/Jaeger

SDTC 11/14&15
SDTC 10/2

Krnacik/Rhea

SDTC 11/14&15

Krnacik/Tally (her first show)
Kroll/Finley

AADTC 1/2020
AADTC 8/2020

Sport
AKC Scent
-Buried Master
AKC Scent
-Buried Novice
AKC Rally
-Masters
-Excellent
-Advanced
AKC Scent
-Interior Novice
-Buried Novice
-Containers Nov
-Buried Novice
-Interior Novice
AKC Agility
-Excellent StdPref.
-Excellent JWW Pref.

SDTC 2/2020

Score/pl/leg

Title
SBM

2nd and 1st places

SBN

2 legs
2 legs
2 legs
(2 3rd places)
(1 34d place)
(4,3,2 places)
--/1/1
--/2/1
100/--/1
100/--/2
100/--/1
100/--/2

SIN
SBN
SCN

AKC Rally
-Rally RAE
89,90/--/9
AKC Obedience
-Nov. A Ob.
187/--/1
SDTC 10/2020
AKC Rally
-Rally RAE
95,97/--/10
RAE
AKC Obedience
-Nov. A Ob.
187/--/2
Smith/Shelly
SDTC 10/23
AKC Rally
97/3/3
Intermediate
RRRR 11/1
AKC Agility
95/1/3
NAJ
Sutton/Duncan
SDTC 2/23/20
AKC Rally
-Advanced B
100/1/--Advanced B
100/1/-RA
SDTC 2/24&25
AKC Obedience
-Utility B
198/2/--Open B
196
-Utility B
198/1/--Open B
195.5/2/-UDX4/High Comb
Widdows/Emily Anne ADC/11/8/20
AKC Agil/OpenJWW 91/1/2
Flint/10/31/20
AKC Scent
-Containers Exc
Legs 1 and 2
-Buried Adv
Legs3 and 4
SBA
SDTC11/14&15
AKC Scent
-Containers Exc
Legs 3 and 4
SCE
-Buried Exc
Legs 1-4
SBE
Home 11/23/20
Parkour
Intermediate
PKD-I
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL2iKlull_ymTeqq0V2XfKwoG9pl_06hmQ
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(Taken from: Memorial for Charlie MacMillian https://www.arbormemorial.ca/victoriagreenlawn/obituaries/charliemacmillan/58721/
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Diversions for a Pandemic

Elin Becker

So there we were, in the midst of a pandemic with dog shows cancelled, when I heard about the American Kennel Club’s Virtual
Rally Program. It was announced in April and ends December 31, 2020. (Now extended to Dec. 31, 2021, ed.)
Living in Canada, we don’t show that much in the States, but Puck had already earned two legs in Rally Novice at American
Cavalier King Charles Spaniel Club national specialty shows. Like so many other events, this year’s national was canceled. The
chance to finish the title without traveling seemed like a good opportunity. So, I delved deeper into the AKC website and found
that I needed to make rally signs, learn how to perform some rally stations that I was not familiar with, set up a rally course from a
set of five designed by AKC, make a video of the dog and me executing the course, upload the video to YouTube, complete an
online entry including a link to the YouTube video and make payment for the entry.
Being a bit of a procrastinator, time passed before I realized I better get busy if we were going to finish the title before the weather
got bad. So, we practiced, practiced, practiced; selected a course from the five available, set up the course, and enlisted the
designated spouse as videographer. We lugged our signs (and rocks to hold them in place) to our local park, set up the course,
and videoed it. That was August 6 and I waited a while trying to decide if the video of our entry was good enough.
On August 17, I was brave enough to send in the entry of course number 5. I had selected course 5 as it had no pylons to set
up. We were already carrying said load of rocks to the local park and it seemed that it would be easier to do a course with less to
carry.
Here is a link to Puck’s Novice video: https://youtu.be/UZ4ytwgODCg
I received an email from AKC right away that the entry had been received. A week later I received notice that we had passed on
preliminary results pending AKC eligibility verification. We had a score of 93. Points were deducted as follows: 5 out of position,
1 poor sit, and 1 handler error for waiting too long for the dog at station 5 (call front finish right forward). Watch the video and see
if you can spot the errors. It was good to have the handler error pointed out to me. That way I learned a new trick!
Once I had confirmation that Puck had earned his third leg (and his RN title), it became a matter of where to go from there. Of
course, I was now hooked on Virtual Rally and had to go on with Rally Intermediate.
On September 1, I submitted our entry for Rally Intermediate course 1. We had our results September 9. Passing again with a
score of 96. Points lost this time for out of position (minus 3) and one dog interfering with handler. It was so nice that judge Alvin
Eng wrote, “Great job! Loved watching your happy dog work!” That is the kind of detail that convinces me to continue. Can you
spot where I almost tripped over the dog? Here is a link to our RIV-1 course: https://youtube.com/watch?v=AVMGP1pnNI&feature=youtu.be
The day we earned our first Rally Intermediate leg, I submitted our second Intermediate entry, this time for the RIV-4
course. https://youtu.be/tyLehZvIee4
We received results six days later (September 15). The results were another learning experience for me. I lost 10 points for
incorrect performance of an exercise at station 10: “Right Turn Dog Circles Right Forward.” Judge Mary Higdem said, “you had
dog circle took two step then turned.” So that’s one to watch out for and not repeat. We passed, but our score was 84. Besides
the ten point loss at station 10, we lost two for tight leash, two out of position, and two for being on the wrong side of a sign.
We submitted the entry for the final leg on September 17. This time we did the RIV-2
course: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5hCmNaJ6zeY&list=PLUpyt-gimnqUxXtYmE3RgnGVnHgFpXzvz&index=8
I was delighted to get the results eleven days later. Puck passed with a score of 98. Judge Pamela Regan wrote, “This was
lovely! Be careful to pause thoroughly after any signs calling for this, okay? HE-2 (poor pause, signs 6 and 8). What a great
working dog.”
So now Puck is formally CKC/UKC CH Karlees Behold the Penalty Box CKC P-CD RA; UKC RO1, RO2; AKC RN RI CGC. And,
yes, he still jumps onto the kitchen table whenever someone forgets to push their chair in.
Once we were pretty sure that Puck would earn his Intermediate title, it was time to give attention to Percy. Percy is quite
distractible. I decided our driveway was more conducive for him than the park, but we still had to contend with passing cars, dog
walkers, neighbors raking leaves, etc.
We sent in Percy’s first novice attempt September 17, using course RNV-2. A passing score of 96 came back September
28. Judge Carolyn Wray found Percy out of position three times and I lost a point for another handler error. Once again it was for
not moving forward as soon as the dog cleared my path in the Call Front Finish Right Forward exercise. Here is a
link: https://youtu.be/l_ntSRrkyHg
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We sent in the second attempt October 1, using course RNV-5. This is the same course that Puck did in August. If you watch the
videos of Puck in the park and Percy in the driveway doing the same course, you will notice how much more smoothly the course
runs where there is more space. Here is the link to Percy doing RNV-5: https://youtu.be/Nz-HO1YhUg8
Twelve days later, we received Percy’s passing score of 92 points. Judge Cathy Caballero deducted seven points for the dog
being out of position and one for another handler error. Once again, I did not move fast enough on the Call Front Finish Right
Forward. Oops!
We submitted the final Rally Novice entry (RNV-4) on October 13, the same day we received notice that we had leg two. One
week later, we found out that we had passed with a score of 93 under judge Bob Withers. There were five out of positions, one
tight lead, and one poor sit. That’s okay. We earned the title! Here is the link: https://youtu.be/DLBwtyON3L8
Three weeks later, on November 12, Percy’s RN certificate arrived in the mail.
We videoed Percy doing RIV-2 on October 14. Once again, if you compare it to Puck’s entry of the same course, you can see
how much more smoothly the course runs when there is space between stations. The link is: https://youtu.be/YO7pR_ISWts.
Percy’s next Intermediate attempt was recorded October 16. The link to RIV-1 is https://youtu.be/8nJBs_oIK8U.
We videoed the last leg attempt, RIV-4, October 28. I kept thinking we’d go back and re-video the intermediate attempts in order
to get better scores, but sometimes, getting something done is a higher priority than getting it done perfectly. Here is the link to
our third entry: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Me7ny5OTaNE. With cold weather and snow approaching, I finally stopped
procrastinating and sent in the three intermediate entries—one November 9, one November 10, and one November 11.
On November 17, I was surprised to receive the news from all three entries sent in the week before. We passed all of
them! Results are as follows:

Course #: RIV-4
Judge: Cathy Caballero
Qualifying Score: 85
Points lost information: 3 out of position, 2 lack of
teamwork, 1 incorrectly performed (station #9 dog did
not move with handler).

Course #: RIV-2
Judge: Bob Withers
Qualifying Score: 98
Points lost information: 2 tight leash
Course #: RIV-1
Judge: Mary Higdem
Qualifying Score: 93
Points lost information: 1 tight leash, 5 out of position, 1
poor sit

We’re waiting for the certificate in the mail. We’re proud of our CKC GCh Burbrook What Dreams May Come AKC
RN RI CGC. What’s next? Now that there is snow on the ground, we might work on the Trick Dog program. Puck
did that several years ago before the program offered AKC or CKC titles. It could be a fun indoor activity for Percy
now.
What are you doing while waiting out the pandemic? I found out that the AKC Virtual Rally program has been
extended through 2021. This link goes to AKC’s main webpage about the virtual rally program and links to entry
forms, rally signs, rally courses, how to perform the signs, etc: AKC Rally® Virtual Pilot Program – American Kennel
Club.
Good luck, stay well, and have fun!

EDITOR NOTE TO Elin’s article above: The AKC has announced video submissions available for some
lower level obedience titles although those titles will be altered to contain a “V” and with no crossover to
traditional obedience. https://s3.amazonaws.com/cdn-origin-etr.akc.org/wpcontent/uploads/2020/11/23115013/AKC-Virtual-Obedience-Test-Regulations-1120.pdf
For other AKC ideas, see: https://www.akc.org/expert-advice/sports/akc-titles-programs-can-home/
And then there is Parkour for dogs: www.dogparkour.org. A couple of your fellow members have been
doing this since and have earned titles.
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What the Dog Science Says
https://www.facebook.com/dogsciencesays/

New study published in Animal Cognition found that dogs have a bias towards vowels when
understanding human language. This differs from people who have a bias for consonants. In the
study 44 dogs were played mispronounced versions of their names, one with the vowels incorrect
and one with the consonants incorrect.
Dogs demonstrated a vowel bias rather than a consonant bias, preferring their own name over a
vowel-mispronounced version of their name, but not in comparison to a consonantmispronounced version. It didn't seem to have much of an impact on their understanding if the
consonants in their own name were wrong.
This is interesting when thinking about how dogs respond to our vocal commands - it is more
important for us to pronounce the vowels well than the consonants. This might not be intuitive
because it is the other way around for us humans.
I've actually tried this on my own dog, Maki. If I call him Baki or Raki or Waki, he responds as if
I'm calling his name. If I call him Muki or Moki, he doesn't pay as much attention. Does anyone
else have similar experiences?
Paper: The role of linguistic experience in
the development of the consonant bias, Animal Cognition October 2020
Link to paper: https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10071-020-01436-6
Editor note: I long thought that my dog liked it when I was polite to her. I'd call her, "Molly, come please"
and she would come running, whereas “Molly, come” got a so-so response. It took me a long time to
realize that she was hearing "Molly, come cheese"! It was the ees sound that she was hearing and
misinterpreting. The fact that I often rewarded her come with cheese was also an influence!
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FACEBOOK REPLACED YAHOO MAIL FOR COMPANY EMAIL GROUP
Yahoo has discontinued “yahoo groups” for group email purposes. As of December 15, we have changed
to Facebook for the general email list. For those who do not want to move to Facebook, please know that
there is a total Club email list maintained by John Brubaker. When something needs to go to the full Club,
these items are posted to that list. But for general “chatter” and sharing, the Facebook page
“Sportsmen’s DTC Group” is now the replacement. Instructions have been posted to the yahoo group list
twice and a good number of members have signed onto the Facebook group but more are always
welcome. Beth Widdows and Eileen Hyde are the co-administrators of this new group.
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1930 Tobsal Court
Warren, MI
888-637-9595

